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Comsearch Upgrades Wireless Backhaul Design Tool for Better Microwave Links and 
Quicker Deployments

ASHBURN, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Comsearch, the spectrum management and wireless engineering solution provider, has 
upgraded its iQ.linkXG microwave link design tool to address the unique requirements of today's wireless backhaul networks, 
including those featuring small cells and sophisticated radios. 

This Smart News Release features multimedia. View the full release here: 
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20150604005048/en/  

Comsearch has enhanced the iQ.link®XG software to make it much easier to accurately engineer microwave links for small cell 
applications and with adaptive modulation radios. 

"Our customers have told us that their main priority is to design and evaluate microwave links as quickly and efficiently as 
possible so they can keep up with their customers' demands," said Chris Hardy, general manager, Comsearch. "That 
requirement guided our iQ.linkXG upgrade, which is all about simplifying and improving microwave link design." 

With iQ.linkXG Version 9.5, Comsearch believes it has created the first microwave link design solution tailored for small cell 
backhaul, where non-line-of-sight (nLOS) conditions often apply. The iQ.linkXG Version 9.5 upgrade also makes it much easier 
for engineers to configure microwave links powered by adaptive modulation radios. The enhancements that Comsearch® 
engineers made to the iQ.linkXG are the following: 

● Small cell planning can involve both line-of-sight and non line-of-sight paths, the latter of which presents a special 
challenge to designing networks, where signal loss predictions are critical. Comsearch has developed unique and 
proprietary models that look at the true obstruction environment along a path to better calculate losses. These models 
have been validated with a major radio vendor using existing network designs and integrated into iQ.linkXG Version 9.5. 

● The use of adaptive modulation radios has made it difficult for link designers to quickly engineer microwave paths. 
Power, fade margins and predicted performance must be evaluated for all the modulations configured for a path, not just 
one. In order to simplify the design of microwave links with such complex radios, Comsearch has developed a unique, 
highly-intuitive graphical interface that takes guesswork out of the equation. Microwave link engineers can now easily 
configure power levels for their radios by using the simplified interface, and instantly seeing the impact on path 
performance. 

"The wireless industry is abuzz with talk of small cells, but the logistics of finding sites, powering them and supplying backhaul 
remains challenging," said Hardy. "Our planning tool will make it easier to deploy microwave backhaul in settings that require 
special attention—namely, small cells and links with the most sophisticated radios."  

Since 1977, Comsearch, a CommScope company, has provided innovative spectrum management and wireless engineering 
solutions to the global market for fixed, mobile, and broadband wireless applications. Its experienced engineers, software 
products, and information databases address the specific challenges of designing wireless networks while identifying, 
analyzing, and resolving radio frequency interference for wireless spectrum users worldwide. 
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CommScope (NASDAQ: COMM) helps companies around the world design, build and manage their wired and wireless 
networks. Our network infrastructure solutions help customers increase bandwidth; maximize existing capacity; improve network 
performance and availability; increase energy efficiency; and simplify technology migration. You will find our solutions in the 
largest buildings, venues and outdoor spaces; in data centers and buildings of all shapes, sizes and complexity; at wireless cell 
sites and in cable headends; and in airports, trains, and tunnels. Vital networks around the world run on CommScope solutions. 

Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn and like us on Facebook.  

Sign up for our press releases and blog posts.  

This press release includes forward-looking statements that are based on information currently available to management, 
management's beliefs, as well as on a number of assumptions concerning future events. Forward-looking statements are not a 
guarantee of performance and are subject to a number of uncertainties and other factors, which could cause the actual results 
to differ materially from those currently expected. In providing forward-looking statements, the company does not intend, and is 
not undertaking any obligation or duty, to update these statements as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.  
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